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The ATSurround Processor is a matrix decoding DSP plugin for foobar2000. This plugin processes a stereo sound source and extracts the surround channels for routing into the appropriate surround output speaker. Matrix decoding process The matrix decoding process is carried out by the surround decoder in foobar2000, if the foobar2000 plugin is not installed the sound source will still be played in stereo. With the ATSurround Processor installed, foobar2000 will
only output the encoded surround channels to the output speakers. If you use the Windows Multichannel Mixer and have the foobar2000 plugin installed, you may experiment with the channels. The most interesting setting are these: Advanced Surround Center/LFE Channel Dummy Surround 1/2 The Surround Processing should be turned off in the foobar2000 Player Options. Dummy Surround 1/2 is the output of the ATSurround Processor and consists of two

loudspeakers, usually left and right. If Dummy Surround 1/2 is switched off the foobar2000 Player will only show the channels as mono. The Surround Processing can also be turned off in the foobar2000 Player Options if you don't want to have ATSurround Decoder running at all times. If you do want to be able to hear surround info in foobar2000, the ATSurround Processor must be running. Multichannel output capability The ATSurround Processor allows outputting
from 2 to 6 channels to a system with 5.1 speakers. With 3 channels and the Headphone switch on, the sound source will be played from the left surround speaker only. With the Headphone switch off, the sound will be played from the center surround speaker only. With 6 channels, the sound will be played from all of the surround speakers. The Headphone switch can be set to mute the sound of the surrounds, or have no effect at all. Installation First install foobar2000

from the Windows site. Then install the ATSurround Processor. Instructions to install foobar2000 and the ATSurround Processor are found in the description of the ATSurround Processor. A "Setup" folder should appear in your foobar2000 installation. Inside the "Setup" folder will be a file called "a2z.dll". This is a plugin for foobar2000. Copy this file and place it in the foobar2000 plugin folder. Place the files "Stereo_File.cab" and
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1) Headphone mode will produce surround sound, of course it is routed to the left ear only. 2) In the normal mode, surround sound is routed to all speakers. 3) In Normal Mode the main sound will be distributed to the front speakers and surround sound will be routed to all speakers (5.1) 4) In Matrix mode, surround sound is routed to front speakers and matrix encoding is performed. 5) In Matrix mode, the main sound will be distributed to the front speakers and
surround sound will be routed to all speakers (5.1) 6) Input is stereo (mono). 7) Output is stereo (mono) 8) Frequency response is +/-12 KHz 9) Bit rate is 48000 Kbps 10) Sample rate is 44.1 kHz 11) ATSurround Processor is a multi-track (multicore) plugin 12) CPU usage is

What's New In?

One of the features of foobar2000 is to play MP3s which contain 5.1 surround audio. Since most of them come in the.mp3 format, foobar2000 knows what to do. Since the ATSurround Processor uses foobar2000's file dialog to extract the surround information it then passes this to the decoder. foobar2000 should be able to decode all MP3s and AACs (with the AAC standard being the most popular choice of those formats) so you should have no problem. The
ATSurround Processor is a decoding and processing plugin which sits between foobar2000 and the native audio output hardware. It decodes the multichannel sound into a mono sound which is sent to the speakers. This mono sound is then in the most popular way of decoding audio a headphone sound (just like in real life), meaning it's sound appears to come from a speaker in the same location as the headphone. ATSurround Processor for Winamp Description:
Windows systems which contain foobar2000's, such as Windows XP and Vista, use the Winamp format for playback of audio. Winamp doesn't know how to handle MP3s with surround information, so you can only play back these if you install the ATSurround Processor. The Winamp player uses a similar codec to foobar2000's, but is somewhat more restrictive about what formats it can play back. It only handles WMA and MP3, not AAC. It also only handles stereo
playback, not surround. Winamp can play back almost any format the foobar2000 player can, but it requires a plugin to decode the audio. You can download a package that contains the ATSurround Processor as well as a free version of foobar2000's file dialog for use in Winamp. NOTE: The Winamp version of the ATSurround Processor requires that you have foobar2000 installed in order to play back surround encoded MP3s. The ATSurround Processor does not
depend on foobar2000 to work, it can be used separately. There are still many foobar2000 users that don't have foobar2000 installed so ATSurround Processor can be used by such users. A word of warning for foobar2000 users: As stated in the description of foobar2000, the ATSurround Processor does not work with live media. You should always listen to MP3s via the foobar2000 Player's playlist feature, if you want surround to be encoded. From the release notes:
The Winamp version of the ATSurround Processor does not support the foobar2000 feature of surround encoding, if your Winamp player is set to the foobar2000's format instead of the ATSurround Processor's format. Dependencies: For the Winamp version of the ATSur
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System Requirements For ATSurround Processor For Foobar2000:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 or later CPU: Intel Core 2 Duo E8200 or later (2.4GHz or higher) Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: DirectX 9-compatible graphics card with 512MB of VRAM DirectX: DirectX 9.0c or later Hard Drive: 16 GB available space (32-bit) or 20 GB available space (64-bit) Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c-compatible sound card DirectX: DirectX 9
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